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Abstract—In this paper, a novel teaching method is proposed, which is realized by employing the network technology based on intercollegiate cooperation. The proposed inter-school network collaborative learning is a special teaching method of remote cooperative learning. The particularity is embodied in being able to extract the excellent teaching resources from other school. Under the network environment for the intercollegiate cooperation, the interests of students can be greatly motivated. And the learning efficiency can also be obviously improved. The concrete concept of inter-school network collaborative learning is analyzed and its advantages are also presented in this paper. Finally, a investigate experiment is carried out based on different subjects and terms. The results show that the average score, the percentage of proficiency and pass are clearly enhanced by utilizing the inter-school network collaborative learning.

Index Terms—Network technology, intercollegiate cooperation, effective learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Narrow gap between schools, promote the balanced development of education, it is a strategic task put forward the Education Department released the latest national medium and long-term educational reform and development plan in. Summary pointed out, the key to narrow the gap between schools; the weak school reform is to improve the teacher’s level [1]. In this study, will be in the quality school and weak school established intercollegiate cooperation relations, the creation of student interscholastic collaborative learning and Teacher Collaborative Teaching and research activities, in order to improve the weak level of school teachers, shorten the distance between schools, so as to achieve the purpose of balanced development of education.

With respect to the ineffective and inefficient in terms of effective learning to learn, learning is that students in teachers organize teaching activities, participate actively and efficiently obtain knowledge, skills and ability to grow new subject learning activities [2]. Here, effective and efficient effective contains two tiers of meaning. Make the students based on existing knowledge experience and ability, in the collaborative learning activities in intercollegiate multivariate, find the difference, learning differences, mutual inspiration, and improve together [3].

This paper proposes three new kinds of intercollegiate learning based on network, which are the teaching implementation process of establishing intercollegiate cooperative alliance, developing multi-level intercollegiate distance cooperative learning, and integrating intercollegiate collaboration organically. Finally, based on the pass rate and excellent rate of the relevant courses of students, a statistical study was conducted, and it was found that there was a significant improvement.

II. THE CONCEPT AND ADVANTAGES OF INTER-SCHOOL NETWORK COLLABORATIVE LEARNING

A. The Concept of Inter-school Network Collaborative Learning

Before the introduction of collaborative learning development process and research results, it is necessary to define related concepts. Usually, remote cooperative learning is that: located between geographically isolated cases of learners, for common goals or tasks and developing cooperation work study [4]. There is also a ‘distributed collaborative learning’ concept similar to this concept, it usually refers to: located between distributed network environments in between learners, that is located in the geographic separation of most learners’ negotiation of cooperative learning.

These two concepts in common is: separation mentioned geographical concept, is not merely refer to leave a certain distance, but also to study participants between could not face-to-face communication situation. Usually, collaboration and cooperation is the same meaning [5]. The main difference is that, the group objectives and team members are composed of different.

In addition, ‘collaborative learning based on network’ refers to the development of a common theme: inter school learning activities using the Internet, and pay attention to the differences between learning in schools, mutual use this difference to carry out learning, such as developing a common theme of investigation or works based on the, and other social practice activities, to enhance the students to deepen the understanding of knowledge [6]. Therefore, it is a special type of remote cooperative learning, in the learning objectives, learning form and remote cooperative learning is basically the same as usual? The difference is, compared with the loose starts in the students’ interest, the individual, as a unit to participate in the activities of remote cooperative
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learning; it is in the school organization, as groups, organized learning activities, plan [7].

B. Advantages of Network Collaborative Learning

As mentioned above, the development network interscholastic collaboration based on (cooperation) learning can cultivate the ability of many traditional classrooms ignored; in addition, interscholastic cooperative learning has the following advantages, also as shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. The advantages of cooperative learning between schools.](image)

1) A large amount of information. On the same topic, dozens or even hundreds of schools to conduct a joint investigation, the amount of information they acquired, compared to a school for the unit to collect information disparity, and the students the teacher can experience sharing large amounts of data and information experience [8].

2) The common themes, regional differences, difference makes the survey results become obvious. Results the difference of diversity will induce students to further study.

3) The results of collaborative learning activities on the Internet gathering information increase the sense of reality. That, knows the other schools across the country partner in and of themselves, carrying out the same activities, students can experience the real value of the collected information.

III. METHODS

A. Establish an Inter-school Cooperation Alliance

Due to the great freedom of teaching in different universities and the differences in curriculum positioning and teachers' styles, different universities usually have different target positioning and content orientation. C language is a basic course for computer majors [9]. Through years of practice in many universities, C language has formed the unique teaching system and teaching advantages of each university.

The establishment of the inter-school cooperation alliance should not only strengthen the teaching links between schools, but also keep the teaching characteristics and advantages of each school. Full exchanges, draw on each other's strength, further strengthen discipline construction, and improve students' learning efficiency.

In this inter-university collaboration, Qiqihar university and Heilongjiang traffic vocational and technical college set up compulsory professional courses, while Qiqihar medical college set up optional professional courses. Qiqihar university attaches great importance to the construction of students' theoretical system, aiming at cultivating research-oriented talents; Heilongjiang traffic vocational and technical college attaches great importance to students' practical ability, and takes learning skills that meet social needs as the main goal; Qiqihar medical college aims at students' main application of C language, as shown in Fig. 2.

As is shown in the Fig. 2, in this inter-school alliance, each school will give play to its own advantages. Qiqihar University is mainly responsible for the output of theoretical knowledge of C language, while the other two universities focus on the output of practical teaching. The course C language is taught by combining theory with practice. Due to the participation of multiple roles such as collaborative teachers, network guidance, and inter-school students, an inter-school network learning community with diverse styles and mutual consultation and promotion has been formed.

![Fig. 2. Intercollegiate cooperation of the three universities has the advantage of teaching.](image)

B. Inter-school Distance Collaborative Learning Model

Distance cooperative learning is "Shared labor" learning in a "remote" environment where participants can study together via E-mail, chat software (QQ, BBS, or many other online learning tools and environments). In recent years, many articles have pointed out that distance cooperative learning is particularly suitable for developing inter-school cooperative learning among various universities, which has the following characteristics: 1. Diverse perspectives, interests, interpretations, and experiences. 2. Compare, contrast, or link similar views of different geographies. 3. Communicate with teachers in different schools in a real way. At the same time, when students enrich their knowledge, the teacher team also improves in comparison. 4. Enhance students' global awareness and sense of cooperation [10]. In the inter-school distance collaborative learning, we should give full play to the advantages of the Internet and share, learn and utilize information to the maximum extent. Let different schools fully display their teaching advantages, and let students have a more comprehensive access to the cutting-edge academic theories related to C language and the hot technologies needed by the society.

In the inter-school cooperation carried out in this paper, inter-school remote cooperation uploaded the excellent courses of excellent teachers of the cooperative schools
through mooch platform, and formed the C language practice part study group through QQ group [11]. Theoretical learning and practical programming are divided into several groups for remote discussion and evaluation within the group. In addition to communicating with students in class, students can also discuss with other students who have the same interest in other schools. Diversified inter-school cooperation. In section C of this section, we will give a more comprehensive introduction to the methods of this inter-school cooperation.

C. The Teaching Implementation Process of Organic Integration with Inter-school Collaboration

From the overall implementation of the curriculum, the combination of the advantages of the curriculum and the application of the Internet for teaching integration are part of the inter-school cooperation. In Fig. 3, we show how we use the Internet to carry out inter-school cooperation in C language teaching in the context of the Internet.

In the teaching process of C language, take students' mastery as the main line, implement the online teaching mode of quality courses, random small problems in class, weekly simulation. QQ group is a programming contest. Interest exchange forms a mutual aid group, forming a good model of "boutique course learning -- network weekly test -- group programming contest -- mutual learning within the group -- teacher q&a" [12], [13].

As shown in Fig. 3, The three schools' collaborative learning modes are divided into online MOOC learning and QQ group learning, which are more conducive to the combination of theory and practice. In MOOC learning theory courses, teachers will use random questions in class and a weekly geodesy to enhance students' learning efficiency. In the practice of taking QQ group as the center, teachers release programming problems, students discuss them in groups, and conduct programming competitions with prizes on a regular basis to improve students' learning interest and efficiency.

Finally, we made a statistical analysis based on the results of MOOC and the questionnaire data of course efficiency for students, and described it in the IV (experimental results and data analysis) section.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Experimental Data Statistics and Analysis Methods

This inter-university cooperation is mainly aimed at the C language courses offered by Qiqihar university (hereinafter referred to as A), Qiqihar medical college (hereinafter referred to as B), and Heilongjiang Jiaotong vocational and technical college (hereinafter referred to as C). We believe that Qiqihar University has rich experience in the teaching of C language theory [14]. All quality MOOC courses are uploaded by teachers from the computer department of Qiqihar University. The teaching goal of Heilongjiang Jiaotong vocational and technical college is to train more talents in line with practice for the society, so teachers are responsible for teaching models and data analysis in this inter-school cooperation [15].

B. Data Result Analysis

We have selected 125 students of computer science department of A university in 2017, and 131 students of computer science department of 2017. 151 students majored in program design in 2017 in B university and 151 students majored in program design in 2018 in B university. There were 121 people in the radiology major of college C in 2017 and 132 people in the radiology major of college C in 2018 as data samples. Two types of indicators are selected. One is the pass rate and excellence rate of each school sample.

Second, each school calculates the average score according to the MOOC high-quality course and QQ group practice proposed by us. In order to enhance the experimental effect, and we selected 6 years of data from 2013 to 2018. The experimental results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the change of student achievement after intercollegiate cooperation can be observed obviously. Due to A’s strong theoretical knowledge, the academic evaluation performance of A has not changed significantly, but only improved to A small extent. We guess that it is because of the inter-school cooperation that students of A have increased their interest in learning and then improved their academic performance. However, due to the cooperation of C institutions, C has strong practical ability. As shown in Fig. 5, their comprehensive practice performance has been improved by about 10 points, and the effect is quite significant. University B has both excellent courses of university A and practical guidance of university C. Both MOOC scores and practical scores have been improved, but they are not as good as those of university A and university C. The advantage of C University lies in practice. Practice scores have not changed much, but MOOCs have improved a lot.

As shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, both the passing rate and the excellent rate of the three institutions have been improved. Among them, the original excellent rate and the pass rate of A university are relatively high, so the increase of the passing rate and the excellent rate is relatively small.

B is in the middle, with an increase in pass rates, but not the most significant. The academic performance of college C has been greatly improved. It can be seen from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 that the passing rate and excellent rate of college C have been improved most obviously. The passing rate has increased by about 8 percent, and the excellence rate by about 10 percent. Through the analysis of the four examination indexes of academic average score, comprehensive practice average score, pass rate and excellent rate, it is proved that intercollegiate cooperation can effectively improve students’ learning efficiency and academic performance.

V. CONCLUSION

A new model of efficient learning based on inter-school network interconnection is presented in this paper. By investigating the basic concept of the inter-school network collaborative learning, three related methods of the research model are analyzed and given. Based on the three models, an experiment is constructed, which is utilized to prove the critical usefulness of the learning method. The results show that the average score, the percentage of proficiency and pass are clearly enhanced by utilizing the inter-school network collaborative learning.
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